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The twisted geometries of spin network states are described by simple twistors, isomorphic to null
twistors with a timelike direction singled out. The isomorphism depends on the Immirzi parameter γ and
reduces to the identity for γ ¼ ∞. Using this twistorial representation, we study the action of the conformal
group SU(2,2) on the classical phase space of loop quantum gravity, described by twisted geometry. The
generators of translations and conformal boosts do not preserve the geometric structure, whereas the
dilatation generator does. It corresponds to a one-parameter family of embeddings of T*SL(2,C) in twistor
space, and its action preserves the intrinsic geometry while changing the extrinsic one—that is the boosts
among polyhedra. We discuss the implication of this action from a dynamical point of view and compare it
with a discretization of the dilatation generator of the continuum phase space, given by the Lie derivative of
the group character. At leading order in the continuum limit, the latter reproduces the same transformation
of the extrinsic geometry, while also rescaling the areas and volumes and preserving the angles associated
with the intrinsic geometry. Away from the continuum limit, its action has an interesting nonlinear structure
but is in general incompatible with the closure constraint needed for the geometric interpretation. As a side
result, we compute the precise relation between the extrinsic geometry used in twisted geometries and the
one defined in the gauge-invariant parametrization by Dittrich and Ryan and show that the secondary
simplicity constraints they posited coincide with those dynamically derived in the toy model of [Classical
Quantum Gravity 32, 195015 (2015)].
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I. INTRODUCTION
While loop quantum gravity (for a recent monograph,
see Ref. [1]) is a background-independent approach to
quantum gravity, the internal Minkowski metric plays a key
role in identifying the local gauge group of the theory,
SLð2;CÞ in the covariant formulation and SU(2) through
the use of Ashtekar-Barbero variables. The Minkowski
metric has also a group SU(2, 2) of (a four-fold cover of)
conformal isometries. In this paper, we study the action of
this group on the phase space of loop quantum gravity on a
fixed graph. This space, that corresponds to the kinematical
semiclassical description of the theory, has been shown to
be described by a collection of polyhedra [2–5], which
defines a discrete metric structure with intrinsic and
extrinsic components, called twisted geometry. These
can in turn be parametrized in terms of twistors, and it
is the Hamiltonian action of SU(2, 2) on twistor space that
we use for our study.
The interest in studying conformal transformations on
this space is two-fold. On the one hand, conformal trans-
formations play an important role in classical general
relativity, and it would be very useful to have any of their
applications available in the study of loop quantum gravity,
such as identifying the splitting between the causal
structure and conformal factor of the metric or the behavior
of transition amplitudes under dilatations. As twisted
geometries are discrete, we may expect difficulties in
realizing conformal transformations. Indeed, we know
from results in Regge calculus that one cannot realize in
a discrete setting conformal transformations in the usual
sense of rescaling distances while preserving angles [6],
ultimately for the simple reason that angles are determined
themselves by edge lengths and/or areas. As we show in
this paper, using twisted geometries and the twistorial
representation of the conformal group allows one to go
partially beyond this result; while the generators of trans-
lations and conformal boosts are not compatible with the
constraints present in twisted geometries, the generator of
dilatations is, and can thus be meaningfully realized on the
phase space. Its geometric interpretation is, however,
counterintuitive: first, the 3D intrinsic geometry is invari-
ant, including areas and volumes; second, only the
extrinsic geometry changes, the orbits giving linear shifts
of the boosts among the polyhedra. This unconventional
behavior for a dilatation may appear puzzling, but it is a
natural consequence of the relation between the variables
of loop quantum gravity and the Lorentz algebra. In fact,
the intrinsic geometry of loop quantum gravity is built out
of angular momentum operators, and these are invariant
under the dilatations of their embedding conformal group.
It is only the extrinsic geometry, built out of the holon-
omies, that can be affected by these dilatations. Since
changing the extrinsic geometry without changing the
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intrinsic one affects the spacetime curvature, our result
suggests that the SU(2, 2) dilatation generator can play a
dynamical role in the theory, something we briefly com-
ment upon. It is then natural to ask whether a more
conventional dilatation generator exists on the phase space
of twisted geometries. The situation can be compared with
a more geometric notion of dilatations, rescaling distances
while preserving angles, such as symplectic dilatations in
the phase space of connections and triads of the continuum
theory. While dilatations in this sense do not exist on the
phase space of a fixed graph because it has compact
directions, nor can they be expected from the Regge
calculus analysis, it is possible to define a discrete version
of the continuum symplectic dilatations. The nonlinearity
of its action can be organized in an interesting way,
and its effect on the geometry can be studied explicitly.
At leading order in the continuum limit, the latter repro-
duces the same transformation of the extrinsic geometry,
while also rescaling the areas and volumes and preserving
the angles associated with the intrinsic geometry.
However, away from the continuum limit, its action is
highly nonlinear and, in particular, is in general incom-
patible with the closure constraint needed for the geometric
interpretation.
The second line of interest in our question is more
formal. In their initial formulation by Penrose, spin net-
works were conceived to describe only the conformally
invariant part of a quantum spacetime, via the angles. To
introduce distances, he envisaged an extension to the
Poincare group or, since the latter is not semisimple, to
the conformal group of Minkowski spacetime. This pro-
gram famously led to twistor theory [7], based on the
double cover of the conformal symmetry group of
Minkowski spacetime SO(4,2), or its double cover SU
(2,2). Later on, SU(2) spin networks found a key role in
loop quantum gravity, where they provide an orthonormal
basis of the theory. In their use in quantum gravity, the
norm of the angular momentum is interpreted as an area
eigenvalue, thus introducing a notion of scale and distances
per se. Extensions to SLð2;CÞ are also commonly used in
linking loop quantum gravity to the spin foam formalism
for transition amplitudes. It is nonetheless still an open and
intriguing question to develop Penrose’s original program
and establish a precise relation between SU(2,2) spin
networks and the SU(2) ones used in LQG. Such SU
(2,2) spin networks would be based on twistors in a similar
way as the SU(2) ones are based on spinors, and to
understand their relation precisely, it is useful to first
clarify how the conformal symmetry of twistor space is
broken in the way loop quantum gravity uses this space. We
answer here this question at the classical level, showing that
it is the area-matching constraint, responsible for reducing
the twistor phase space to the SLð2;CÞ phase space, that
partially breaks the conformal symmetry, with only the
action of dilatations remaining. Our results will be then
useful in future works concerned with understanding the
relation at the quantum level.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we provide
a short overview of the link between twistor theory and
loop quantum gravity. This allows us to introduce the
representation of the conformal group that we will use later
on but also to provide an overview of the state of the art of
twisted geometries, that has seen many remarkable devel-
opments in the last couple of years. In Sec. III, we show
what the linear, primary simplicity constraints used in spin
foam models for loop quantum gravity [8] mean from the
point of view of twistor theory. The Lorentz-invariant part
(“diagonal simplicity”) selects twistors with helicity linked
to the Lorentz Casimirs, a constraint breaking full con-
formal invariance. While the helicity is nonvanishing, the
constraint structure makes these twistors isomorphic to null
twistors. The isomorphism depends on the Immirzi param-
eter γ (reducing to the identity for γ ¼ ∞), and we refer to
these as γ-null twistors. The non-Lorentz-invariant part
(“off-diagonal simplicity”), depending on a gauge-fixing
time direction, selects a special point along the γ-null
twistor’s null ray intersecting the time direction. The
resulting simple twistors (in the sense that they satisfy
the simplicity constraints of loop quantum gravity) identify
a unique spacelike plane, that in the geometric
reconstruction is used to define the faces of the polyhedra
of twisted geometries. In Sec. IV, we compute the action of
the conformal group on twisted geometries. Of the non-
SLð2;CÞ generators of SUð2; 2Þ, only the dilatation is
compatible with the various geometric constraints (area
matching, simplicity, and closure). Its orbits preserve the
fluxes and change only the holonomy. At the SU(2) level,
the change is a linear shift of the twist angle; this trans-
formation thus leaves unaffected the whole 3D geometry
and only changes the embedding of the SU(2) holonomy in
the covariant phase space by a linear shift. At the SLð2;CÞ
level, again the transformation only affects the covariant
version of the twist angle, which now carries the inter-
pretation of boosts among adjacent polyhedra, that is of
extrinsic curvature. Defining the extrinsic curvature in this
way requires fixing the time gauge, and it is desirable to
have a completely gauge-independent test of this action. To
that end, we consider the alternative description of extrinsic
geometry by Dittrich and Ryan [9], here extended to the
Lorentzian signature. The latter is fully gauge invariant but
depends on a choice of edge per face of the polyhedron and
gives a unique boost only for shape-matched configura-
tions. We show that also the extrinsic curvature defined in
this way transforms in the same way under a SUð2; 2Þ
dilatation. As a side result, we work out the exact relation
between the two definitions of boost dihedral angles, and
we prove that they coincide when certain secondary
simplicity constraints are satisfied. Such secondary con-
straints were derived dynamically using a toy model in
Ref. [10], and our analysis here shows also that they
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precisely coincide with (the Lorentzian extension of) those
defined in Ref. [9].
Finally, in Sec. V, we compare these transformations
with those induced by a direct discretization of the
continuum connection-triad symplectic dilatations,
obtaining the results anticipated above. Our discretization
takes the form of a Lie derivative of the group character,
and when interpreted in terms of spinors, it acts as a boost
in mixing the source and target spinors. In spite of its
simplicity, its action on holonomies and fluxes is com-
pletely nonlinear and has no resemblance with usual
dilatations. This is unavoidable, as the discrete phase space
has compact directions, so there is no usual meaning of
linear dilatations. On the other hand, the generator has the
property of preserving the symplectic structure, and all
transformed quantities recover the expected behavior in the
continuum limit.
All our results, computing the action of SUð2; 2Þ
dilatations, the relation between the different boost dihedral
angles in the literature and proving the equivalence of
different secondary simplicity constraints, as well as
computing the finite action of the discrete holonomy-flux
dilatation, rely heavily on the use of twistorial formalism
and are a demonstration of its usefulness to loop quantum
gravity.
We use a mostly plus convention for the Minkowski
metric, and indices I ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3. A, B ¼ 0, 1 are spinorial
indices, and α ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 are twistorial indices.
II. TWISTORS AND TWISTED GEOMETRIES
A twistor can be described as a pair of spinors,
Zα ¼ ðωA; iπ¯ _AÞ ∈ C2 ⊕ C¯2≕T . It has a dual, Z¯α ¼
ð−iπA; ω¯ _AÞ, which defines a pseudo-Hermitian norm of
signature ðþ þ −−Þ,
ZαZ¯α ¼ 2ImðπAωAÞ; ð1Þ
preserved by SU(2,2) transformations. It is well known [7]
that these transformations can be realized by Hamiltonian
vector fields, if we equip the space with canonical Poisson
brackets,
fZα; Z¯βg ¼ iδαβ: ð2Þ
In Penrose’s abstract index convention (see Appendix B),
the generators of SU(2,2) can be written as
JIJ ¼ ωðAπBÞϵ _A _B þ cc; PI ¼ iπAπ¯ _A;
CI ¼ iωAω¯ _A; D ¼ ReðπAωAÞ; ð3Þ
and their finite action on a phase space function
f ¼ fðωA; πAÞ is realized via the exponential map,
expðϵIJMIJÞ⊳f ≔ expðϵIJfMIJ; ·gÞf
¼ f þ
X∞
n¼1
1
n!
fϵIJMIJ;…; fϵKLMKL; fgg; ð4Þ
where fϵIJMIJ;…; fϵKLMKL; fgg is the n-fold nested
bracket of the generatorMIJ with f. Half the twistor norm,
s ≔ ImðπAωAÞ, is called helicity of the twistor,1 since
WI ¼ −sPI; ð5Þ
where WI ≔ 1=2ϵIJKLPJJKL is the Pauli-Lubanski vector.
The complex scalar πAωA ¼ Dþ is, for which we also use
the index-free notation ½πjωi, is invariant under the Lorentz
subalgebra. See Appendix B for more details on the index-
free notation for spinors and their dual.
The representation of the conformal algebra constructed
in this way is not the most general one, since the algebra
has 15 dimensions, whereas the carrying space T has only
eight dimensions. In fact, the generators (3) are not
independent; PI and CI are null and related to D and
the Lorentz generators by
2P½ICJ ¼ ðD1þ s⋆ÞJIJ; PICI ¼ −ðD2 þ s2Þ; ð6Þ
where ⋆ is the Hodge star. Accordingly, the three Casimir
operators of suð2; 2Þ (see the Appendix for definitions) are
not independent; they are all proportional to the only
conformally invariant quantity in T , the helicity:
Cð2Þ ¼ 6s2; Cð3Þ ¼ −6s3; Cð4Þ ¼ 6s4: ð7Þ
Hence, the representation of the algebra on twistor space is
special, and furthermore reducible, with irreducibles
labelled by s. In this sense, Penrose refers to twistors as
the spinors of the conformal group.
Irreducible representations with independent real values
of the Casimirs can be obtained working with the larger
carrying space T2 made of pairs of twistors ðZ; ~ZÞ, with
generators constructed by linearity. This space has now four
conformally invariant quantities, given by the two helicities
plus the pseudo-Hermitian product Z¯α ~Z
α, and the Casimirs
are independent functions of these four variables. T 2 has
been considered in the twistor literature [11,12], among
other things in relation to ambitwistor theory and to build
representations of massive particles. But as shown in
Ref. [13], T2 has another interesting property that links
1In the twistor literature, the helicity is usually given by the real
part. The difference comes from the extra i used here in the
definition of the twistor. In this way, we can match Dirac’s
conventions for a bispinor and bridge more easily with the
notation used in loop quantum gravity. Notice also that we use
metric conventions with mostly plus, and thus we map vectors to
anti-Hermitian matrices; see Appendix A.
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it to loop quantum gravity: it contains TSLð2;CÞ as a
symplectic submanifold, obtained by Hamiltonian reduc-
tion with respect to the first class constraint
C ≔ ½πjωi − ½ ~πj ~ωi ¼ 0; ð8Þ
referred to as the (complex) area-matching condition.
Explicitly, we take
JIJ ¼ ωðAπBÞϵ _A _B þ cc;
hAB ¼
~ωAπB − ~πAωBﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½πjωip ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½ ~πj ~ωip ;
~JIJ ¼ − ~ωðA ~πBÞϵ _A _B þ cc; ð9Þ
and following the conventions of Ref. [13], we take
opposite signs for the twistor brackets2:
fπA;ωBg ¼ δBA ¼ −f ~πA; ~ωBg: ð10Þ
It is easy to check that (9) are C invariant. When the
constraint (8) is satisfied, the generators are related by the
adjoint action of h and thus (9) span a 12-dimensional
submanifold of T2, for which one recovers the Poisson
brackets of TSLð2;CÞ with J and ~J acting respectively as
left-invariant and right-invariant vector fields on the group
manifold, parametrized by h as a left-handed group
element. This symplectic reduction holds provided
½πjωi ≠ 0, which we exclude from our analysis from
now on and is 2 to 1; there is a Z2 symmetry associated
with the simultaneous sign flip of the spinors. See
Refs. [13–15] for more details.
The symplectic manifold TSLð2;CÞ is the building
block of projected spin networks [16], which appear as
boundary states of covariant spin foam models [17,18].
There, a copy of TSLð2;CÞ decorates each link of an
oriented graph, and the orientation is used to associate
unambiguously Z to the source node and ~Z to the target.
Each twistor is then subject to the primary simplicity
constraints, which reduce the covariant boundary states
to those relevant for the SU(2) spin networks of loop
quantum gravity. The constraints are deduced from a
discretization of the gravitational action in Ashtekar var-
iables and relate the tetrad to the bivector B which is the
field canonically conjugated to the connection. To represent
the constraints at the discrete level, we introduce a time
direction NIðnÞ on each node n of the graph. In their linear
form introduced in Ref. [19] (see also Refs. [8,20,21]), the
primary simplicity constraints read
NIBIJ ¼ 0; ð11Þ
for all bivectors B associated with links sharing the node n,
and imply simplicity of B, namely ϵIJKLBIJBKL ¼ 0. The
bivector B is related to the Lorentz generators via
B ¼ ð1 − γ⋆ÞJ, where γ ∈ R is the Immirzi parameter.
See Refs. [8,22,23] for details and Ref. [24] for extensions
to the case of a null hypersurface.
It is customary the fix the time gauge NI ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ,
but the construction extends to an arbitrary gauge [22]. In
this gauge, we identify the left-handed generators with
3-vectors Πi, the real and imaginary parts of which are
rotations Li and boosts Ki, via Πi ¼ ðLi þ iKiÞ=2. The
normalNI is conserved by the canonical SU(2) subgroup of
the Lorentz group and allows us to define the Hermitian
scalar product between spinors, hωjπi ≔ δA _AπAω¯ _A. We will
also use the short-hand notation ‖ω‖2 ≔ hωjωi for
the norm.
The constraints (11) read Ki þ γLi ¼ 0 and are equiv-
alent to imposing the matching of left-handed and right-
handed sectors up to a phase,
Πi ¼ −eiθΠ¯i; γ ¼ cot θ
2
: ð12Þ
Using (3), the constraints have simple spinorial equivalents
[13,14],
F1 ¼ D − γs ¼ 0; F2 ¼ hωjπi ¼ 0: ð13Þ
The constraint F1, real and Lorentz invariant, is solved
posing
½πjωi ¼ ðγ þ iÞj; j ∈ R ð14Þ
and fixes the relative global phase between the spinors. F2,
which explicitly depends on the chosen time direction,
implies that one spinor is proportional to the parity trans-
form of the other, πA ∝ δA _Aω¯
_A. Putting the two conditions
together, the constraints can be solved expressing one
spinor in terms of the other and the norm j:
πA ¼
ðγ þ iÞj
‖ω‖2
δA _Aω¯
_A: ð15Þ
There is an alternative parametrization of the solution
space, motivated by the canonical structure of the con-
straints: while F2 is second class, F1 is first class. A good
coordinate among its orbits is the SU(2) norm ‖ω‖2, and
the F1-gauge-invariant spinor is
zA ≔
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j
p ωA
‖ω‖iγþ1
; ‖z‖ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j
p
: ð16Þ
Here, j ≠ 0 by assumption, and we have restricted to j > 0
using the Z2 symmetry of the symplectic reduction by C.
See Ref. [13] for details.
2This is convenient for the geometric interpretation of the
theory. Switching to the alternative conventions with equal-sign
brackets also used in the literature is straightforward, via the map
ωA ↦ πA, πA ↦ −ωA.
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The solution space is thus a five-dimensional manifold
S0γ , dependent on the Immirzi parameter (via θ) and the
choice of the time gauge, that can be parametrized by one of
the two Lorentzian spinors, plus the norm j, or alterna-
tively, by the reduced spinor zA, plus the norm ‖ω‖:
S0γ ¼ fωA; jg ¼ fzA; ‖ω‖g: ð17Þ
The two norms j and ‖ω‖ play complementary roles in the
geometric interpretation of loop quantum gravity: j is the
area of the face dual to the link, while ‖ω‖ is related to
the extrinsic curvature, as we will recall below. We refer to
twistors satisfying the simplicity constraints (13), or equiv-
alently (15), as simple twistors.3
On a link, we impose the same set of constraints on both
source and target twistors,
zA
‖z‖
¼ ω
A
‖ω‖iγþ1
;
~zA
‖~z‖
¼ ~ω
A
‖ ~ω‖iγþ1
; ð18Þ
with induced Poisson brackets fzA; z¯B¯g ¼ iδA _B ¼
−f~zA; ~¯zB¯g and reduced area-matching condition
C ¼ ‖z‖2 − ‖~z‖2 ¼ 0. The latter implies ‖z‖2 ¼ ‖~z‖2 ¼
2j and reduces this C4 symplectic space to TSUð2Þ, as
shown in Ref. [25], parametrized by
~X ¼ 1
2
hzj~σjzi;
g ¼ j~zihzj þ j~z½zj
‖z‖‖~z‖
;
~~X ¼ − 1
2
h~zj~σj~zi; ð19Þ
where ~σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and X2 ¼ ~X2 ¼ j2.
Again, X and ~X are related on shell of C by the adjoint
action of g and act as right-invariant and left-invariant
vector fields.
That is, twistors constrained by the area-matching and
primary simplicity constraints describe the phase space
TSUð2Þ of loop quantum gravity. When SU(2) gauge
invariance holds, by means of the closure conditionsP
l∈nXl ¼ 0 at each node of the graph,4 the space describes
twisted geometries, a generalization of Regge geometries
with polyhedra glued along faces that have unique areas but
a priori different shapes [2,5,26]. The intrinsic geometry is
defined from the shapes of the polyhedra, reconstructed
from the Xl vectors interpreted as normals to the faces [5].
The extrinsic geometry between the polyhedra can be
defined via a Lorentzian dihedral angle, that is the boost
relating the four-dimensional normals between adjacent
polyhedra [13],5
coshΞ ≔ − ~NIΛIJðhÞNJ; ð20Þ
where ΛðhÞ is the Lorentz transformation induced by the
parallel transport h in the vectorial representation. On shell
of the simplicity constraints, this gives
Ξ ¼ ln ‖ω‖
2
‖ ~ω‖2
: ð21Þ
Notice that at first sight the extrinsic geometry, described
by the boost Ξ, is missing in the reduced SU(2) phase (19).
However, this is not the case; the reduced holonomy carries
information about boosts. To understand this subtle but
crucial point, notice first that the SU(2) obtained from the
reduction is not (the double cover of) the rotation subgroup
of SLð2;CÞ but is instead embedded in TSLð2;CÞ in a
nontrivial way, which in particular spans also the boost
directions. To understand this, let us look at the value on
shell of the simplicity constraints of the left-handed
connection, which is given by
h ¼ e
−ð1þiγÞΞ
2 j~zihzj þ eð1þiγÞΞ2 j~z½zj
‖z‖‖~z‖
: ð22Þ
This expression shows that the reduced SU(2) is related to
the left-handed SU(2) in a Ξ-dependent way. Recall that in
the continuum, the Ashtekar-Barbero connection is defined
as Ai ¼ − 1
2
ϵijkωjk þ γω0i, where ωIJ is the Lorentz con-
nection, and its boost part ω0i gives the extrinsic curvature.
Here, i ¼ 1, 2, 3 is a spatial index in the internal space. In
terms of the left-handed part ωi ≔ ð1þ i⋆Þω0i, this can be
rewritten as ωi ¼ ð1þ iγÞω0i − iAi. Equation (22) is pre-
cisely a discrete version of this relation and shows that the
reduced holonomy g is indeed a discrete version of the
Ashtekar-Barbero connection.6
The above mixing of rotations and boosts, central to the
use of Ashtekar-Barbero variables, is the consequence of
the γ-phase in the simplicity constraints (12), or equiv-
alently in the spinors (16). It shows that the SU(2) discrete
data do carry information on the extrinsic geometry, namely
the Lorentz boost Ξ. In order to extract this information,
however, like in the continuum, one needs the embedding
of the SU(2) phase space in the covariant one. The latter is
3The term “simple twistors” is also used in the twistor
literature, but in reference to a bitwistor being simple in the
same sense of a simple bivector as defined above.
4Here, ~Xl is to be used if l is incoming instead of outgoing
from n.
5Alternatively, it can be defined via the edge vectors as done in
Ref. [9]. The precise relation and on-shell equivalence of these
two constructions will be proved below in Sec. IV B.
6To avoid confusion, let us stress that it is not the holonomy of
the Ashtekar-Barbero connection; that wold require imposing the
simplicity constraints at every point of the path, as suggested in
Ref. [27], but that is a procedure not available if one works, as in
here, with a discrete phase space associated with a fixed graph.
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provided by the secondary simplicity constraints, which
express ωij ¼ ωijðEÞ and thus allow us to read the extrinsic
curvature from the reduced data, ω0i ¼ ω0iðA;EÞ. As
discussed in Ref. [13] and shown explicitly in Ref. [10],
the discrete equivalent of this mechanism goes as follows:
the secondary simplicity constraints form a second class
pair with F1, and thus imposing them gives an explicit
gauge fixing of the orbits of F1. This gauge fixing provides
a function Ξl ¼ ΞlðfzlgÞ (typically non-local on the graph),
that is a way to express the extrinsic geometry in terms of
the reduced SU(2) data, as desired.
To explicitly write the secondary constraints, and pro-
vide explicit formulas for this procedure, it is best to work
in terms of SU(2) gauge-invariant quantities. A natural and
familiar basis for these are the Wilson loops Tr
Q
l∈fhl on
the graph. Using spinors, an alternative convenient basis is
provided by the set over all nodes of the products hzijzji
and ½zijzji of spinors in the half-links i, j sharing a node (in
the rest of this section, we will not use internal indices i
anymore, so we use i, j, etc., to refer to half-links). This
basis,7 introduced in Ref. [4] for loop quantum gravity, can
be given a geometric parametrization as follows [29]:
hzijzji ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4jijj
p
cos
ϕij
2
e−
i
2
ðαij−αji Þ;
½zijzji ¼ ϵij
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4jijj
p
sin
ϕij
2
e
i
2
ðαijþαji Þ: ð23Þ
Here, we assumed that both links i and j are outgoing from
the node,8 and ϵij ¼  is needed for the phases αij to be
defined in ½0; 2πÞ. The geometric interpretation of these
invariants relies on a map from the graph to its dual cellular
decomposition, such that each link of the graph is dual to a
face which is shared by two polyhedra dual to the nodes
connected by the link. Then, recall through (19) that each
spinor defines a vector. Then, ji is the norm of this vector,
and ϕij is the angle between the vectors ~Xi and ~Xj. When
the closure constraint at a node is satisfied, the vectors
define a unique convex and bounded flat polyhedron, the
shape and adjacency matrix of which can be reconstructed
using for instance the algorithm given in Ref. [5].9 Then,
for adjacent faces ðijÞ, ϕij are the three-dimensional
external dihedral angles, ~Xi × ~Xj is the edge vector, and
taking scalar products between the edge vectors, one can
immediately check that αijk ≔ αij − αik are the 2D angles
between the vectors associated with the edges ðijÞ and ðikÞ
and thus, when they are adjacent, the 2D dihedral angles of
the polygon.10
In the usual twisted geometry parametrization, one
extracts the direction of the normal vectors via the Hopf
section
n ¼ nðζÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jζj2
p  1 ζ
−ζ¯ 1

∶ S2 ↦ SUð2Þ;
where ζ ≔ z0=z1 and similarly for the tilded spinors with
~ζ ≔ ~z0=~z1. Then, Eq. (19) can be rewritten as
~X ¼ 2jTrðnτ3n−1~τÞ;
g ¼ ~neξτ3n−1;
~~X ¼ −2jTrð ~nτ3 ~n−1~τÞ; ð24Þ
where ~τ ¼ −i=2~σ and ξ ≔ 2 arg ~z1 − 2 arg z1 ∈ ½0; 4πÞ par-
ametrizes the remaining freedom in g at fixed X and ~X. As
the directions and the norms are used to reconstruct the
metric properties of the individual polyhedra, ξ is the natural
candidate to describe the extrinsic geometry among them,
which, as we argued above, is in covariant terms described
by the boost Ξ. However, there are two nontrivial aspects
concerning the exact relation between ξ and Ξ: (i) ξ is not
SU(2) gauge invariant, while Ξ is; (ii) ξ is an SU(2) angle,
while Ξ is a Lorentzian boost. The first issue was initially
dealtwith simply by assuming towork in a fixed gauge [2,3].
An alternative proposed in Ref. [9] is to consider a gauge-
invariant definition of the twist angle via the scalar product
between the edge vectors associated to the same edge in the
two frames of the source and target nodes:
cos ξijk ≔
ð~X~ι × ~XkÞ · gi⊳ð~Xi × ~XjÞ
jX~ι × XkjjXi × Xjj
: ð25Þ
The price to pay for explicit gauge invariance is the edge
dependence: only for shape-matched configurations, the
above angle is independent of the choice of edge. Thanks
to the spinorial gauge-invariant basis (23), it is also possible to
compute theSU(2) gauge-invariant twist angle [29] as follows,
ξijk ≔ α~ιk − αij ¼ ξi þ φþ−ik − φ−−ik − φþ−ij
þ φ−−ij þ
π
2
ðϵik − ϵijÞ; ð26Þ
where φABij is the phase of the matrix elements
hAjn†ðζiÞnðζjÞjBi in the canonical basis. The above defi-
nition is orientation dependent, and to fix ideas, we have taken
7Notice that both bases are redundant, the first by the
Mandelstam identities associated with the recoupling theory
[28], the second by the Plücker relations ½zijzji½zkjzli ¼
½zijzli½zkjzji þ ½zijzki½zjjzli. These latter have the further advan-
tage of generating an algebra, with subalgebra uðNÞ generated by
the hzijzji alone.
8If one is incoming, the required parity map is explicitly given
by Pjzi ¼ −jz.
9See also Ref. [30] for analytic formulas for the 5-valent case.
10The phases αij also admit a direct geometric interpretation in
terms of the framing vector of Ref. [4], but we will not need it
here. Notice also that this geometric reconstruction is actually 2 to
1 for the Z2 symmetry discussed earlier, a direct consequence of
the usual extra sign appearing when describing a spinor in terms
of its flagpole and flag.
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a link i with j outgoing from its source node and k outgoing
from its target node. We see that analogously to the
Wilson loop trace, this gauge-invariant quantity mixes the
twist angles ξi’s and the directions ζi’s, as it should; it has
the advantage of doing so in a way that a single ξi enters
instead of all of those belonging to the loop. The price to pay is
that the definition is not unique; for each link i, the gauge-
invariant twist angle depends on a choice of a pair of links ðjkÞ
connected to the source and the target of i. That is, from the
point of view of a triangulation dual to the graph, for each
triangle, it depends on a choice of edge. Notice that this is the
same redundancy that appears in the construction of Dittrich
and Ryan [9], that will be discussed in Sec. IV B.11 In terms of
these variables, it is also immediate to characterize the shape-
matching conditions; these are given by
αijk ¼ α~ιlm⇔ ξijk ¼ ξilm; ð27Þ
namely thematching of the 2D dihedral angles [26] in the first
form, or the requirement of a unique gauge-invariant twist
angle per link in the second form.
Then, point ii is dealt with precisely by the secondary
constraints, which relate the extrinsic curvature Ξ to the
SU(2) data. Secondary simplicity constraints have been
proposed by Dittrich and Ryan [9,31] as a direct discre-
tization of the Levi-Civitá condition ωij ¼ ωijðEÞ but also
derived as the stabilization of the primary simplicity
constraints in a toy model where a discrete Hamiltonian
constraint could be fully solved [10]. As we show below in
Sec. IV B, the two definitions coincide and read
γΞi − ξijk ¼ 0: ð28Þ
This formula provides the sought relation between the
extrinsic curvature and the reduced SU(2) phase space, and
is the state of the art of the understanding of twisted
geometries. Notice that these secondary constraints imply
the shape-matching conditions (27) [9,10,31].12
To complete this overview of twisted geometries, let us
briefly comment on dynamical aspects. The main interest in
twisted geometries comes from their relation to spin foam
amplitudes and loop quantum gravity, for which they describe
the kinematical semiclassical limit on a fixed graph [2]. One
can then study the dynamics induced by the quantum theory,
and this is a nontrivial task with still a number of open
questions. In particular, a key result [33] is that in the large spin
limit of the Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) model on a
4-simplex, the shape-matching conditions are satisfied, and
the amplitude is dominated by the Regge action. This is an
encouraging result for the model; however, the limiting
procedure is delicate to handle on a full triangulation, and
it has been argued that only flat solutions are compatible with
the saddle point equations of the large spin limit [34]. This has
started adebate in the literatureonwhethernontrivial curvature
is properly accounted for, and if not, what the problem is with
the model or the limiting procedure. See Refs. [35–37] for
some references. Furthermore, the result relies on the special
geometric properties of the 4-simplex, and it is not clear how to
interpret the most general spin foams that are not dual to a
triangulations [38,39]. These partial results show the impor-
tance of improving our understanding of the dynamics already
at the classical level. Actions for twisted geometries and their
relations to the Regge action on shell of the shape-matching
conditions have been studied in Refs. [9,26,29,40–42], but
there is as of yet no clear consensus on the meaning of
curvature and dynamics away from the shape-matching sub-
space nor on the off-shell role of the torsion a priori
kinematically present in the theory [13]. An interesting
development in this sense is the alternative interpretation of
the same phase space in terms of discrete geometries with
torsion along the edges proposed in Ref. [43]. Studying the
dynamics of the non-shape-matched configurations is also
important to understandwhether they admit a continuum limit
reproducing general relativity or whether the latter property
can be satisfied only by the Regge configurations. Lastly,
spinors have also found many applications in the study of
the quantum dynamics of spin foam models, e.g.
Refs. [22,41,44–48].
III. GEOMETRY OF γ-NULL AND SIMPLE
TWISTORS
Before studying the action of conformal transformations
on twisted geometries, let us look at what the simplicity
constraints imply on the usual geometric picture of a
twistor. The latter is derived from the incidence relation
ωA ¼ iXA _Aπ¯ _A; ð29Þ
solving it for XA _Aðω; πÞ and interpreting the result as a
curve in Minkowski spacetime.13 When the twistor is null,
11The redundancy can be fixed choosing one representative per
link, for instance the average as suggested in Ref. [9]. Once the
choice is made, together with the areas jl and the shape variables
for each polyhedron (2 for tetrahedra, 2f − 6 for a general
polyhedron with f faces), one obtains reduced variables for the
gauge-invariant phase space.
12An alternative definition of discrete secondary constraints
has been proposed in Ref. [32], which does not require the shape-
matching conditions. It is, however, gauge dependent, and the
relation of the extrinsic geometry on the SU(2) data via this
alternative construction has not been computed yet, to the best of
our knowledge.
13In this section, we follow Penrose’s notation and useXA _A ¼ XI
to refer to a point or a family of points inMinkowski space as derived
from the incidence relation. However, the temptation of identifying
its spatial part with the fluxes ~X previously defined should be
resisted. As this section shows, when the simplicity constraints are
satisfied, XA _A is proportional to the timelike direction of the
constraints, and the fluxes ~X are the spatial parts of the spinor’s
null poles (the null vector associated with the spinor).
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namely s ¼ 0, XA _A is anti-Hermitian, and the solution of
(29) is
XA _A ¼ − iω
Aω¯ _A
½πjωi þ biπ
Aπ¯ _A; b ∈ R: ð30Þ
It describes a null ray in the direction of the null pole of πA,
that is iπAπ¯ _A, going through a point at a distance −1=½πjωi
from the origin along the null pole of ωA, that is iωAω¯ _A.
The subspace of null twistors is denoted N.
For non-null twistors, the general solution of (29) is
instead
XA _A ¼ − iω
Aω¯ _A
½πjωi þ λ
Aπ¯ _A; λA ∈ C2: ð31Þ
This gives a 2-plane in complexified Minkowski spacetime,
spanned by the tangent vectors λAπ¯ _A, called the α-plane; it
is totally null, and its associate bivector is self-dual. Its only
intersection with real Minkowski space is along the null ray
iπAπ¯ _A. However, it is also possible to give an alternative
interpretation of non-null twistors in real Minkowski
spacetime, by looking at the set of all null twistors Yα
incident with Zα,
sðYÞ ¼ 0; Z¯ · Y ¼ 0: ð32Þ
This set defines a three-parameter family of null rays
associated with the twistor Zα. A classic explicit evaluation
[7] identifies this family with the Robinson congruence,
twisting to the right (righty) or twisting to the left (lefty)
according to the sign of s, thus giving the name twistor
to Zα.
Notice that all three geometric pictures (the null ray, α-
plane, and Robinson congruence) are invariant under a
complex rescaling of the twistor,
ðω; π¯Þ↦ λðω; π¯Þ; λ ∈ C; ð33Þ
and thus more precisely they give a geometric representa-
tion of projective twistor space PT . On the other hand, in
the LQG interpretation, the twistor’s norms j provide the
values of the areas of the triangulation, so it is truly T and
not PT that one works with. Conversely, the sign of the
helicity does not matter; both righty and lefty twistors give
the same geometry, and restriction can be made to positive
helicity j > 0.
Let us now come to the geometric interpretation of the
simple twistors solutions of the simplicity constraints (13).
From (14), we have that s ¼ j, and thus, since we are
avoiding the degenerate configurations j ¼ 0, the simple
twistors are not null. As we can always restrict to j > 0, we
see that they describe right-handed Robinson congruences.
However, the phase shift
ðωA; πAÞ↦ ðωA; e−iθ=2πAÞ ð34Þ
maps a twistor satisfying (14) to a null twistor: the space Nγ
of solutions to F1 ¼ 0 is isomorphic to N. The isomor-
phism reduces to the identity at θ ¼ 0 or 4π, that is
γ ¼ ∞. Proper null twistors could only play a role when
the simplicity constraints are Li ¼ 0, that is in the limit
where the EPRL model [8] reduces to the Barrett-Crane
[49] model. Accordingly, we may refer to twistors satisfy-
ing F1 ¼ 0 as “γ-null” and associate a null ray to them via
XA _Aγ ¼ −
iωAω¯ _A
j
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ γ2
p þ biπAπ¯ _A; b ∈ R: ð35Þ
Then, the restriction imposed by F2 ¼ 0 is to make the null
pole of πA proportional to the null pole of ωA. Further, the
light ray passes through the point
XIγ ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
‖ω‖2
j
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ γ2
p NI; ð36Þ
consistently with (15), and this fixes
b ¼ − ‖ω‖
4
j3ð1þ γ2Þ3=2 : ð37Þ
That is, the condition (15) is picking up a point from the
incidence relation, that corresponds to the timelike vector
NI specified by the time gauge. Hence, simple twistors
describe a subspace of Nγ with a timelike vector singled
out. Finally, notice also that
argω0 þ argω1 þ arg π0 þ arg π1 ¼ θ ð38Þ
so the planes of the spinor’s flag are related by a rotation of
an angle π − θ in the spacelike plane. Clearly, the con-
struction generalizes from the time gauge NI ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ
considered so far to an arbitrary timelike vector introduced
by the simplicity constraints (11).
Summarizing, a simple twistor is a γ-null twistor with a
fixed point along the null ray, so as to align its null poles to
the timelike vector provided by the time gauge, and the flag
of ω identifies a spacelike bivector normal to the time
direction. The procedure picks up a unique spacelike plane,
the one orthogonal to the spatial parts of the null poles, or,
equivalently, to Li. As discussed below (12) this plane is
identified, in covariant terms, by the simple bivector
B ∝ ð1 − γ⋆ÞJ, and indeed it can be checked that this is
the case by simply plugging the solution into the simplicity
constraints in the twistor definition of J (3). Hence, the
association of a twistor with a light ray becomes secondary
upon the imposition of the simplicity constraints, and
attention is instead given to this spacelike plane; it is
indeed this plane, the building block of twisted geometries,
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that defines the face of a polyhedron, with the norm j fixing
its area.
IV. TWISTED GEOMETRIES AND CONFORMAL
TRANSFORMATIONS
The existence of a representation of the conformal group
plays an important role in Penrose’s vision of twistor space.
In fact, the data are used to describe spinning massless
particles, which are themselves conformally covariant. The
generators acquire a physical interpretation; for instance,PI
is the energy momentum of the particle, and s is the
helicity. On the other hand, loop quantum gravity suggests
an alternative geometric interpretation of twistors as twisted
geometries, in which the constraints (8) and (13) plus the
closure constraint imposing SU(2) gauge invariance at the
nodes reduce twistor space to that of twisted geometry.
Therefore, the generators of the conformal group, and the
transformations they induce, can acquire a new geometric
interpretation. To that end, the action of the group should be
compatible with the three sets of constraints defining
twisted geometries, that is area matching, simplicity, and
closure. A first glance immediately shows that full con-
formal covariance is broken, as already the (real part of the)
area-matching condition imposes D ¼ ~D, which is not
preserved by translations and special conformal trans-
formations,
fD;PIg ¼ −PI; fD;CIg ¼ CI: ð39Þ
Hence, these generators do not preserve the constraint
surface, and their action does not admit an interpretation in
terms of holonomies and fluxes. On the other hand, the
dilatation generator commutes with all the constraints; it
commutes with C, and furthermore
fD; JIJg ¼ 0; ð40Þ
and thus it commutes also with the simplicity and closure
constraints. The GLð2;CÞ subgroup generated by JIJ and
D is thus compatible with all the constraints.
Unlike in applications of twistor theory to solving the
wave equations, the breaking of conformal covariance here
is not introduced by the infinity twistor Iαβ, which would
preserve the isometry group at infinity [Poincaré or (A)dS],
but rather by the fixing of the dilatation generators of the
two twistors, and preserves instead the subgroup generated
by Lorentz transformations and dilatations.
Therefore, orbits of D live in the phase space of loop
quantum gravity and can be given a geometric interpreta-
tion. On each half-link, say the one associated with the
source node, D generates symplectic dilatations on the
twistor phase space,
expðλDÞ⊳jωi ¼ eλ=2jωi;
expðλDÞ⊳jπi ¼ e−λ=2jπi; λ ∈ R: ð41Þ
On each link, we can consider arbitrary real linear combi-
nations of the generators at the source and target,
D ≔ λDþ ~λ ~D. The action of D on the holonomy-flux
algebra gives
expðDÞ⊳Π ¼ Π; expðDÞ⊳ ~Π ¼ ~Π; ð42aÞ
expðDÞ⊳h ¼ e
−u=2j ~ωi½πj − eu=2j ~πi½ωjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½πjωip ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½ ~πj ~ωip
¼ coshðu=2Þhþ sinhðu=2Þhˆ; ð42bÞ
where u ≔ λþ ~λ and
hˆAB ≔
~ωAπB þ ~πAωBﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½πjωip ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½ ~πj ~ωip
¼ − 4½πjωi ðhΠÞ
A
B; det hˆ ¼ −1: ð43Þ
It is easy to check that the transformed group element still
has a unit determinant for all real values of u, and thus the
orbits span a one-parameter family of embeddings of
SLð2;CÞ in T2. This symmetry can be understood as
follows: when we embed TSLð2; CÞ in twistor space,
see (9), the group element is constructed to satisfy
hjωi ¼ j ~ωi; hjπi ¼ j ~πi ð44Þ
and sends an orthogonal basis into another orthogonal one.
However, any pair of spinors provides an orthogonal basis
provided ½πjωi ≠ 0, without restriction on the norms, since
there is no Lorentz-invariant norm in spinor space.
Therefore, one could have equally well demanded parallel
transport of the basis up to a rescaling, that is
hujωi ¼ e−u=2j ~ωi; hujπi ¼ eu=2j ~πi: ð45Þ
The solution to this equation is precisely (42b), and it is
clear that any such parametrization would provide an
equally good embedding of TSLð2;CÞ in twistor space.
The action of D on the phase space corresponds to this
symmetry of the symplectic reduction from twistor space.
Next, we would like to understand the geometric mean-
ing of this transformation. First of all, we already know
from (40), or equivalently (42a), that the fluxes are
unchanged. Indeed, JIJ ¼ ωðAπBÞ þ cc is invariant under
the symplectic dilatations (41) generated by D. However,
the Casimirs of the Lorentz generators determine the scales
in loop quantum gravity. Therefore, the symplectic dilata-
tions generated by D do not act as geometric dilatations, as
they preserve all properties of the three-dimensional
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intrinsic geometry determined by the fluxes: the 2D and 3D
angles of the polyhedra, but also their areas and volumes
which would rescale under a geometric dilatation.
So what is the effect of (42) on the geometry? Since
~Π ¼ −hΠh−1, the holonomy is determined by the fluxes up
to a rotation and a boost in the direction of Π. These two
variables have been introduced in Ref. [25] as the twist
angle ξ and the boost Ξ and form an almost Abelian pair
with the Lorentz Casimirs,
fD;Ξg ¼ 1; fD; ξg ¼ γ;
fs;Ξg ¼ 0; fs; ξg ¼ 1: ð46Þ
From the first two brackets, we immediately read the effect
of a finite transformation on each link:
eD⊳Ξ ¼ Ξþ u; eD⊳ξ ¼ ξþ γu: ð47Þ
This is the effect of D on twisted geometries: it shifts the
boost and twist angle among adjacent polyhedra.
To interpret these transformations, let us first look at ξ
and the reduced action on TSUð2Þ. We will then discuss
the meaning of changing Ξ and prove that the same
interpretation holds if we abandon the time gauge and
use instead the gauge-invariant parametrization of Dittrich
and Ryan [9].
A. Action of D on the reduced phase space and
preservation of shapes
On the SU(2) phase space, the reduced dilatation when
the constraints (13) are imposed reads D ¼ γj, and its
action is
fD; zAg ¼ − i
2
γzA; eλDzA ¼ e−i2γλzA: ð48Þ
Together with the rotation generators Xi, D generates a
Uð2Þ action on the spinors, already considered in the LQG
context for instance in Ref. [41]. As for the full SLð2;CÞ
phase space, the transformation induced by D does not
change the fluxes, but only the holonomy,
expðDÞ⊳~X ¼ ~X; expðDÞ⊳~~X ¼ ~~X ð49aÞ
expðDÞ⊳g ¼ e
i
2
γuj~zihzj þ e−i2γuj~z½zj
‖z‖‖~z‖
¼ cos

γ
2
u

gþ i sin

γ
2
u

gˆ; ð49bÞ
where as before u ≔ λþ ~λ, and
gˆ ¼ j~zihzj − j~z½zj
‖z‖‖~z‖
; det gˆ ¼ −1; ð50Þ
while detðexpðDÞ⊳gÞ ¼ 1. Again, the orbits represent a
symmetry of embeddings of TSUð2Þ in C4, which is now
represented by defining g as the parallel transport of an
orthogonal basis up to a global phase. Using the Hopf
sections and the usual twisted geometry parametrization, it
is easy to see that the transformation of g is simply the one
induced by the transformation of ξ in (47). However, this
shift leaves completely invariant the 3D geometry; it only
affects the relation between ξ and Ξ, that is, the way g is
embedded in TSLð2;CÞ. This can be hinted at by the limit
case γ ¼ 0, for which g is a pure rotation andD vanishes on
shell of the simplicity constraints thus leaving g invariant.
To make it more explicit, observe that on the full space ξ is
given by
ξ ¼ 2 arg ~z1 − 2 arg z1 ¼ 2 arg ~ω1 − 2 argω1 þ γΞ: ð51Þ
That is, the transformation (47) of ξ under D is the one
induced by the transformation of Ξ. In other words, g
transforms under D because it is not a pure three-
dimensional holonomy but rather an Ashtekar-Barbero
holonomy mixing rotations and boosts.
To complete the argument that the 3D geometry does not
change, let us verify the effect of D on the SU(2) gauge-
invariant basis (23). We consider the dilatation generated by
an arbitrary linear combination on the graph,
DΓ ≔
X
l
ðλlDl þ ~λl ~DlÞ: ð52Þ
This gives
expðDΓÞ⊳hzijzji ¼ ei2γðλi−λjÞhzijzji;
expðDΓÞ⊳½zijzji ¼ e−i2γðλjþλiÞ½zijzji: ð53Þ
From these, we deduce that for a finite dilatation areas and
3D dihedral angles do not change, whereas the spinor
phases transform as δαij ¼ −γλi. Notice that the trans-
formation is independent of the lower label j in αij. As a
consequence,
δαijk ¼ 0; δξijk ¼ γðλi þ ~λiÞ: ð54Þ
The 2D dihedral angles αijk are unchanged, consistently
with the fact that dilatations do not affect the fluxes. The
gauge-invariant twist angle ξijk is affected, consistently with
the holonomy transformation (49b). However, it is changed
in a way that is independent of the lower labels, and thus the
transformation cannot change whether the shapes match or
not. Furthermore, from (47) and (54), we see that the
transformation preserves the secondary constraints (28).
We conclude that the action of D does not change the
intrinsic 3D geometry. In particular, it does not break
the embedding provided by the secondary constraints, nor
the shape-matching conditions. These properties make it
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compatible also as a transformation on the Regge phase
space.
B. Unfixing the time gauge
The way we parametrized the covariant twisted geom-
etries, in particular the boost dihedral angle Ξ, uses
explicitly the time gauge. This is simply a convenience
to use the primary simplicity constraints in the linear form
(12), and all results can be shown to be covariant under the
change of gauge (e.g. Ref. [15]). However, one can also
consider a formulation of the theory in terms of purely
gauge-invariant quantities and quadratic simplicity con-
straints. In this setting, we cannot use a definition such as
(21) to define the extrinsic curvature, but we can define it
via the edge vectors of the triangulation. This construction
was proposed and carried out in Ref. [9] for Euclidean
signature. Here, we extend it to the Lorentzian signature,
and because the construction is based on the self-dual/anti-
self-dual splitting, it means dealing with complex vectors
instead of real vectors. We then show that the resulting
angle is transformed by D in exactly the same way as Ξ. In
doing so, we work out the explicit relation between the
dihedral angle of Ref. [9] and Ξ and find out that the
secondary simplicity constraints proposed in Ref. [9] are
precisely the ones arising in Ref. [10].
To fix ideas, consider again an oriented graph i dual to a
triangulation, with j outgoing from its source node and k
outgoing from its target node. We define the anti-self-dual
edge vectors
~Yij ≔ ~Πi × ~Πj: ð55Þ
The same edge is shared by the adjacent tetrahedron, with
associated edgevector ~Yik. The fact that there are two ormore
independent edge vectors associated with the same edge is
just another way of seeing the familiar shapemismatching of
twisted geometries. Nonetheless, we can define a (complex)
angle among these two vectors as follows:
cosh θijk ¼
~Y~ιk · hi⊳~Yijﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~Y2~ιk
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~Y2ij
q : ð56Þ
This formula adapts the definition of Dittrich and Ryan [9] to
the Lorentzian signature, using complex angles as in the
setupof Sorkin for Lorentzian triangulations [50].Notice that
this definition associates three angles to each face (in the case
of a triangulation, or as many as the valence of the face in the
case of a more general cellular decomposition). The shape
mismatch is then characterized by the fact that these angles
take different values, and the shape-matching conditions read
θijk ¼ θilm. We thus have exactly the same redundancy and
structure of the shape-matching conditions as we do when
using reduced SU(2) variables and twisted geometries;
see (27).
To study the action ofD on these angles, we first have to
parametrize them in terms of Lorentzian spinors. Nicely,
one obtains a simple expression with only two terms:
cosh θijk ¼
1
2
½ωijπji½ωijωji½ ~πijωki½ ~πijπki þ ½πijωji½πijπji½ ~ωijπki½ ~ωijωkiﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½ωijωji½πijπji½ωijπji½πijωjip ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ½ωkj ~ωii½πkj ~πii½ωkj ~πii½πkj ~ωiip : ð57Þ
The action of the graph generator D can then be easily
computed from (41) to give
eD⊳ cosh θijk ¼ coshðθijk þ uiÞ: ð58Þ
Here, we used the fact that (57) with a relative minus sign
gives sinh θijk. Remarkably, we have found precisely the
same result as for Ξi [see (47)]: the dilatation shifts the
extrinsic curvature. Again, the preservation of the shapes
follows from the fact that the change on θijk is independent
of the edge used to define it.
The result can be made more transparent if we reintro-
duce the time gauge and write (57) on shell of the simplicity
constraints. A straightforward calculation then gives
cosh θijk ¼ coshðΞi þ iðγΞi − ξijkÞÞ: ð59Þ
This formula gives the relation in the time gauge between
the Dittrich-Ryan dihedral angle θijk [SLð2;CÞ gauge
invariant but edge dependent] and the twisted geometry
dihedral angle Ξi [edge independent but not SLð2;CÞ
gauge invariant, only SU(2)]. Using it, we can also
prove that the secondary simplicity constraints defined in
Ref. [9] as
θijk ¼ θ¯ijk ð60Þ
amount precisely to (28), which were derived dynamically
through a toy model [10]. And finally, Eq. (58) can be
derived directly from (47), and the fact already remarked
that the secondary constraints are preserved.
C. Some dynamical considerations
We have seen that the dilatation generator acts as a
translation on the boost between two polyhedra, be it
defined via the time gauge as in (21) or via the edge vectors
as in (56). In a spacetime picture à la Regge, this plays the
role of the dihedral angle providing the extrinsic geometry
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of the embedding in a Lorentzian discrete metric.
Therefore, the rescaling (47) generated by D changes the
extrinsic geometry, and as the 3D geometry is unchanged, it
will affect the spacetime geometry. This suggests that D
could play a role in dynamical models, something that we
leave for future work. In fact, not all orbits of D are
compatible with a discrete dynamics à la Regge.
Restrictions for instance arise from the requirement of
discretizing spacetime with flat 4-simplices. As a simple
examples of this, we can consider a triangulation with
5-tetrahedra bounding a 4-simplex; in this case, it is clear
that imposing flatness in the bulk kills any action of D,
since the four-dimensional dihedral angles are then
uniquely determined by the areas (up to special configu-
rations).14 Or, consider a triangulation with three
4-simplices sharing a face in the bulk, so that four-
dimensional curvature is allowed via the deficit angle
associated to the bulk face. By definition of the deficit
angle, different curvatures can be distinguished by the
different values of the boundary dihedral angles. Thus, it is
now possible to vary the boundary dihedral angles at fixed
areas, using D, and induce in this way a different curvature
at the bulk face, giving a clear connection between D and
dynamical aspects. Notice, however, that the admissible
orbits in this case are spanned by a single-parameter family
and not by independent shifts.
Generally speaking, a relation between dilatations and
dynamics is to be expected, since we know that in the
continuum theory the generator of symplectic dilatations in
the phase space of triads and connections appears in the
Hamiltonian constraint [53].15 It is then interesting to also
consider a discretized version of the connection-triad
symplectic dilatation and compare its action with the
one of D, the twistor symplectic dilatation. This is what
we do in the next section.
V. HOLONOMY-FLUX SYMPLECTIC
DILATATIONS
On the reduced phase space TSUð2Þ, the twistor
symplectic dilatation D ≈ γj preserves areas and volumes.
The scale invariance of the transformation is also clear if we
look at the continuum limit of D; this gives the norm of the
Ashtekar flux Ei, which commutes with all fluxes and thus
the full three-dimensional metric. At the continuum level, a
symplectic dilatation in the phase space of Ashtekar-
Barbero variables is generated by
W ¼ Eai Aia;
expðλWÞ⊳Aia ¼ e−λAia;
expðλWÞ⊳Eia ¼ eλEia; ð61Þ
where we used the canonical algebra satisfied by the
connection and the triad.16 In this section, we only deal
with a single copy of the cotangent bundle, so we do not
need the label i for the links, and we can safely use it for the
suð2Þ indices.
Since the phase space TSUð2Þ has compact directions,
there is no dilatation generator in the sense of (61).
However, being ultimately interested in the continuum
limit of the theory, it makes sense to consider a discretiza-
tion of W acting on TSUð2Þ. A simple choice is given by
the Lie derivative of the group character,
W ¼ 2LXχð12ÞðgÞ ¼ −2TrðgXÞ; ð62Þ
which reduces to (61) in the continuum limit, if we
denote g≃ 1þ A, A ≔ Aiaτila, Xi ≃ Ei, Ei ≔ Eai sa, with
la the coordinate tangent to the link at its source and sa the
coordinate area 2-form of its dual surface. Let us study the
transformations induced by (62) on the holonomy-flux
variables. At the infinitesimal level, we have
fW; gg ¼ 1 − Trg
2
g;
fW;Xig ¼ 1
2
TrgXi − ϵijkXjTrðτkgÞ: ð63Þ
To compute the finite action, it is easier to use the spinorial
parametrization (19). Interestingly, W acts as a boost in
mixing the spinors,
eλW⊳

zA
~zA

¼

cosh λ=2 sinh λ=2
sinh λ=2 cosh λ=2

zA
~zA

: ð64Þ
Using (64), it is not hard to show that
14The action of D would be admissible if one works with a
4-simplex of constant curvature, since we know from the Schläfli
identity that on a curved 4-simplex a shift of the dihedral angles at
constant areas and 3D geometry induces a shift of the 4-volume,P
lAlδΞl ¼ 3κδV, where κ is the 4-simplex curvature. However,
for this interpretation to make sense, the boundary tetrahedra
and triangles should be constantly curved themselves, and this is
not the usual interpretation of twisted geometries. Since curved
4-simplices are expected to arise in dynamical loop quantum
gravity models with a cosmological constant, e.g. Refs. [51,52], it
may be that D could play a role in dynamical models with a
cosmological constant.
15More recently, its role has been put to evidence for the
dynamics of cosmological models with nonzero Λ [54].
16Next to this kinematical dilatation, one could also consider a
more “dynamical" dilatation, where the splitting of the Ashtekar-
Barbero connection into a Levi-Civitá part plus extrinsic curva-
ture is taken into account. This would lead then to a nonlinear
transformation,
A0ia ¼ Ω−2Aia þ ð1 − Ω−2ÞΓiaðEÞ þ 2ϵijkEiaEbk∂b lnΩ;
which was considered for instance in Ref. [55].
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gW ≔ eλW⊳g
¼ 1
cosh λþ Trg
2
sinh λ

cosh2
λ
2
gþ sinh2 λ
2
g−1 þ sinh λ1

;
ð65aÞ
XiW ≔ eλW⊳Xi
¼ Xi þ

sinh2
λ
2
þ X
2Trg
2ðX2 − X · ~XÞ sinh λ

× ðXi − ~XiÞ − TrðgXÞ
X2 − X · ~X
sinh λϵijkXj ~Xk: ð65bÞ
The transformations are nonlinear,17 as expected, and
cannot be visualized as symplectic dilatations in the
continuum sense (61). Nonetheless, they have some inter-
esting properties. First of all, they preserve the Poisson
structure. To see that, let us rewrite them in a compact way
as follows,
gW ¼ S†gS†; XW ≔ XiWτi ¼ N ðSXS†Þ; ð66Þ
where
N ¼ cosh λþ Trg
2
sinh λ;
S ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p

cosh
λ
2
1þ sinh λ
2
g

: ð67Þ
It is easy to show that S ∈ SUð2Þ, and thus also gW . Hence,
the transformation preserves the polarization. To verify
preservation of the Poisson brackets, again it is easiest to
use spinors; Eq. (64) is easily seen to preserve the spinorial
brackets, and the area-matching constraint is changed, but
only by a nonzero multiplicative factor, eλW⊳C ¼ NC.
Hence, the symplectic reduction is still TSUð2Þ.
Furthermore, it is easy to check that the transformations
(65) have the right continuum limit; for g ≈ 1þ A,
we get
gW ≃ 1þ e−λA; XiW ≃ eλXi: ð68Þ
This means that the holonomy-flux “dilatation” operator
captures in the continuum limit the properties of a con-
nection-triad dilatation: rescaling of areas and volumes
with preservation of angles and rescaling of the connection.
Furthermore, we will see below that in the same continuum
limit, the covariant version ofW reproduces the linear shifts
of Ξ generated by D.
On the other hand, let us stress that, unlike D, this action
is not generally compatible with the discrete geometric
interpretation, since the closure condition is disrupted,
eλW⊳X
l∈n
~Xl ¼
X
l∈n
~XWl ≠ 0; ð69Þ
a breaking that occurs because of the nonlinearity of the
transformation. At leading order in the continuum limit, the
closure defect can be approximated with
P
l∈ne
λl ~Xl, and
thus in this limit, the symmetry is recovered at least for
global transformations.18
The situation can be compared with Regge calculus.
Since the fundamental variables are now lengths instead of
areas and angles as in twisted geometries, local conformal
transformations are defined rescaling the edge lengths at
both ends [6], δlxy ¼ ðλx þ λyÞlxy. This ensures that the
triangulation is not disrupted; however, the volumes are
changed by a scaling, and the angles are not invariant.
Furthermore, it is not possible to extend this transformation
to a finite group action, because the composition of two
finite transformations generically breaks the triangle
inequalities. Nonetheless, this definition has useful appli-
cations to discrete Ricci flow [58,59] and quantum Regge
calculus [60].
We conclude that, while W provides an interesting
nonlinear definition of dilations in the compact phase
space TSUð2Þ, with a well-behaved continuum limit, its
generic incompatibility with the closure constraint hinders
direct applications to classical dynamical models on a fixed
graph. On the other hand, it could intervene interestingly
in situations where the closure constraint is relaxed, such
as in coarse graining [61,62] or in some spin foam
models [35,36].
A. Transformations on twisted geometries
For completeness, we report the action of W on the
various twisted geometry variables,
eλW⊳j ¼ j

cosh λþ Trg
2
sinh λ

; ð70aÞ
eλW⊳ζ ¼ cosh
λ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ j~ζj2
q
ζ þ sinh λ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jζj2
p
e
i
2
ξ ~ζ
cosh λ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ j~ζj2
q
þ sinh λ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jζj2
p
e
i
2
ξ
;
ð70bÞ
17The nonlinearity of the transformations (65) can be organ-
ized in powers of Trg and TrðgXÞ, since 2ðX2 − X · ~XÞ ¼
j2Tr2gþ 4Tr2ðgXÞ. It is intriguing that similar nonlinear struc-
tures with class-function factors Trg and TrðgXÞ appear in the
construction of a phase space for curved simplices [56,57],
related in turn to Poisson-Lie groups and Hopf algebras. How-
ever, we do not know at this stage if W has any specific role to
play there.
18For graphs with L ≥ 3N, it may also be possible to find
nontrivial sets of λl for which the closure defects vanish every-
where.
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eλW⊳ξ ¼ 2 arctan
2
64
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jζj2
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ j~ζj2
q
sin ξ=2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jζj2
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ j~ζj2
q
cosh λ cos ξ=2þ ð1þ ðjζj2 þ j~ζj2Þ=2Þ sinh λ
3
75: ð70cÞ
In particular, the last one shows the strong departure
from the simple action of D.19 In comparing the two
operators, it is somewhat curious to point out that this
complicated action stems from what looks like a rather
minimal nonlinear operator: in the twisted geometries
parametrization, we can write
W ¼ −2j∂ξTrg; ð71Þ
whereas we have already seen on the reduced space that
D ¼ γj.
On the gauge-invariant variables, we have
eλWi⊳hijji ¼ cosh λ
2
hijji þ sinh λ
2
h~ιjji; ð72Þ
from which we deduce that
eλjWj⊳ξijk ≠ eλkWk⊳ξijk; ð73Þ
so a general transformation generated by W will also
disrupt the matching of shapes.
We can also reproduce the continuum limit results. In the
parametrization of twisted geometries, the continuum limit
used in (68) reads ~ζ ≃ ζ þ δ~ζ and ξ≃ δξ, and
A ¼ δ ~nn−1 þ δξnτ3n−1. In this limit, Eqs. (68) and (72)
reduce to
eλW⊳j≃ eλj; eλW⊳ζ ≃ ζ þ 1
2
ð1 − e−λÞδ~ζ;
eλW⊳ξ≃ e−λδξ; eλWi⊳hijji≃ eλhijji: ð74Þ
We recover in this way the preservation of angles and
shape-matching conditions as well as the rescaling of the
part of the connection carried by ξ.
B. Covariant action
Finally, let us consider a covariant version of W and
study its action on the extrinsic geometry Ξ. At first sight,
we could simply take
W0 ≔ −4TrðhΠÞ ¼ π ~ωþ ω ~π: ð75Þ
However, on shell of the simplicity constraints, this mixes g
and gˆ:
W0 ≈ −2ð1 − iγÞ

cosh

ð1þ iγÞΞ
2

TrðgXÞ
þ sinh

ð1þ iγÞΞ
2

TrðgˆXÞ

: ð76Þ
The mixing can be easily avoided considering also
Wˆ0 ≔ −4TrðhˆΠÞ≡ ½πjωiTrh ¼ π ~ω − ω ~π ð77Þ
and taking the following linear combination:
W ≔
cosh ðð1þ iγÞ Ξ
2
ÞW0 − sinh ðð1þ iγÞ Ξ
2
ÞWˆ0
ð1 − iγÞ cosh½ð1þ iγÞΞ
≡ e
−ð1þiγÞΞ
2π ~ωþ eð1þiγÞΞ2ω ~π
ð1 − iγÞ cosh½ð1þ iγÞΞ ≈ −2TrðgXÞ≡W: ð78Þ
Equipped with this covariant version of the generator of
connection-triad symplectic dilatations, we can evaluate its
action on Ξ, for which we obtain
fW;Ξg ¼ 1ð1 − iγÞ cosh½ð1þ iγÞΞ
×

e−ð1þiγÞΞ2
hωj ~ωi
‖ω‖2
þ eð1þiγÞΞ2 h ~ωjωi
‖ ~ω‖2

≈
2
1 − iγ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − N · ~N
2
s 
cos

ξ
2
þ argð1þ ~ζ ζ¯Þ

− i sin

ξ
2
þ argð1þ ~ζ ζ¯Þ

tanhðð1þ iγÞΞÞ

:
ð79Þ
Expanding at first order in the continuum limit
h ¼ 1þ oðAÞ, we get
fW;Ξg≃ 2
1 − iγ
: ð80Þ
Up to a numerical factor, which is due to the fact that we
started with Π instead of the rotation generator
L ¼ Πi þ Π¯i, we have reproduced the translation trans-
formation generated by D.
To summarize, comparing the action of W with D, we
see that at leading order in the continuum limit (68), the
action of W changes areas and volumes, preserves the 2D
and 3D angles, and reproduces the shift in extrinsic
curvature caused by D. This is an interesting property;
however, as already stated, care is needed in the use ofW as
19Notice that for sinh2 λ
2
¼ jζj−2 the transformation on ζ
reduces to a conformal transformation of CP1 parametrized by
~ζ and ξ. However, it is not possible to fix λ so as to have a
conformal transformation for both ζ and ~ζ.
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the shifts in the areas are in general incompatible with the
closure constraint.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of the paper was to study the action of the
group of conformal isometries of Minkowski space on the
phase space of loop quantum gravity on a fixed graph, in its
description in terms of twisted geometries. To do so, we
used the twistorial parametrization and the Hamiltonian
action of SUð2; 2Þ on twistor space. We showed that
translations and special conformal transformations are
not compatible with the various constraints reducing twistor
space to twisted geometries but that the dilatation generator
is. The origin of this compatibility is to be found in a
previously unstudied symmetry of embeddings of SLð2;CÞ
in twistor space, or equivalently of TSUð2Þ in C4. The
associated orbits have an interesting geometric meaning.
They change the extrinsic geometry by a linear shift,
described by boosts among adjacent polyhedra, as well
as the embedding of the SU(2) holonomy in the covariant
phase space, an embedding handled at the continuum level
by the Barbero-Immirzi canonical transformation and
imposition of secondary constraints.
In doing so, we highlighted the role of the diagonal
simplicity and area matching in breaking full conformal
invariance and discussed the geometric meaning of the
various constraints from the viewpoint of twistor theory,
showing an isomorphism with null twistors, and how the
simplicity constraints identify a spacelike plane that is then
used for the geometric reconstruction. Our analysis can be
extended in many directions. First, investigating the
dynamical applications of D, either in a conventional
setting with flat 4-simplices, see also Ref. [54] on this,
or in an alternative setting with curved 4-simplices, as
advocated for instance in Ref. [63]. In the latter case, while
the twistorial description of the conformal group immedi-
ately applies, the usual phase space description in terms of
twisted geometries has to be changed, presumably along
the lines investigated in Refs. [56,57]. Similarly, the geo-
metric meaning and possible application of W deserves
further study. Since symplectic dilatations generate
squeezed coherent states for a particle on a line, it would
be interesting to see whether W can be used to construct
interesting squeezed spin networks, a topic of recent
interest in the community [64–66].
Finally, we hope to come back in future research to the
more formal aspect of our motivations and use twistor
methods to study conformal spin networks and their
applications to loop quantum gravity.20
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APPENDIX A: ALGEBRA CONVENTIONS
We take the generators of suð2; 2Þ to satisfy
fMab;Mcdg ¼ ηacMbd − ηadMbc þ ηbdMac − ηbcMad;
ðA1Þ
with a ¼ 0 to 5, and ηab ¼ diagð−þþþþ−Þ. We further
fix conventions ϵ012345 ¼ ϵ012345 ¼ ϵ0123 ¼ 1, ϵIJKL ¼
ϵIJKL45. To highlight the various subalgebras of suð2; 2Þ,
we introduce the following notation,
JIJ ¼ MIJ; PI ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðMI5 þMI4Þ;
CI ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðMI5 −MI4Þ; D ¼ −M45; ðA2Þ
where I ¼ 0 to 3. The J generate the Lorentz subalgebra
and can be further decomposed as
Ki ¼ L0i; Li ¼ − 1
2
ϵijkLjk;
Πi ¼ iJ0i− ¼
1
2
ðLi þ iKiÞ: ðA3Þ
In terms of this decomposition, the Poisson brackets (A1)
read
fLi; Ljg ¼ −ϵijkLk;
fLi; Kjg ¼ −ϵijkKk;
fKi; Kjg ¼ ϵijkLk;
fPI; JJKg ¼ −ηIJPK þ ηIKPJ;
fCI; JJKg ¼ −ηIJCK þ ηIKCJ;
fCI; PJg ¼ ηIJD − JIJ;
fD;PIg ¼ −PI;
fD;CIg ¼ CI: ðA4Þ
In the main text, we refer to the three Casimir invariants
of suð2; 2Þ. These are given by
Cð2Þ ¼ MabMab ¼ 2C1 − 2D2 − 4P · C; ðA5Þ
Cð3Þ ¼ 1
8
ϵabcdefMabMcdMef ¼ 3DC2 − 6W · C; ðA6Þ
20Here, we have in mind SUð2; 2Þ spin networks, as mentioned
in the Introduction. A relation between spin networks and the
infinite-dimensional group of conformal transformations in two
dimensions has been hinted at recently in Refs. [67–69].
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Cð4Þ ¼ MabMbcMcdMda
¼ 2C12 þ C22 þ 2D4 þ 8JIJJJKPICK þ 8DJIJPICJ
þ 8D2P · Cþ 4P2C2 þ 4ðP · CÞ2; ðA7Þ
where
C1 ¼
1
2
JIJJIJ ¼ L2 − K2 ¼ 2ðΠ2 þ Π¯2Þ;
C2 ¼
1
2
ð⋆JÞIJJIJ ¼ 2K · L ¼ 2iðΠ2 − Π¯2Þ ðA8Þ
are the Lorentz Casimirs and
WI ¼
1
2
ϵIJKLMJKPL ðA9Þ
is the Pauli-Lubanski vector, which satisfiesWI ¼ −sPI for
a massless particle. In deriving Cð4Þ, we used the identities
JIJJJKPICK ¼ −
1
2
ϵIJKLJIJWKCL −
1
2
JIJJIJP · C;
JIJJJKJKLJLI ¼ 2C12 þ C22: ðA10Þ
APPENDIX B: SPINORIAL NOTATION
Throughout the paper, we use regularly Penrose’s
abstract index convention and spinor formalism. The key
difference between our conventions and those more com-
monly used in the twistor literature (e.g. Ref. [70]) is the
metric signature, which we take to be mostly plus. Then,
the abstract index map I ¼ A _A can be realized in terms of
anti-Hermitian matrices. That is,
XA _A ¼ iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p σA _AI XI ¼
iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

X0 þ X3 X1 − iX2
X1 þ iX2 X0 − X3

: ðB1Þ
Spinorial indices are raised and lowered with the antisym-
metric ϵAB symbol, ωA ¼ ωBϵBA, with ϵ01 ¼ 1. We further
use the following ket notation to eliminate explicit indices
in most formulas:
jωi ¼ ωA;
hωj ¼ jωi† ¼ δA _Aω¯ _A;
‖ω‖2 ¼ hωjωi; ðB2Þ
jω ≔ −ϵjω¯i ¼ −δA _Bϵ _B _Aω¯ _A;
½ωj ¼ ωA ¼ ωBϵBA;
½πjωi ¼ ϵABπAωB: ðB3Þ
Finally, we take self-dual projectors PIJKL ¼ 12 ð1 ∓ i⋆Þ,
satisfying ⋆P ¼ iP. Following Penrose, we call self-
dual (or right-handed) the positive eigenspace, and map it
to dotted indices, and anti-self-dual (or left-handed) the
negative one, and map it to undotted indices. Accordingly,
for a bivector, we have
FIJ ¼ P−IJKLFKL þ PþIJKLFKL
¼ FAB _A _B
¼ ϕABϵ _A _B þ ϕ¯ _A _BϵAB ∈ ð1; 0Þ ⊕ ð0; 1Þ; ðB4Þ
with left-handed part ϕAB ¼ −F0i− σABi and the right-handed
part its complex conjugate.
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